Evaluation of wind farm noise amplitude modulation synthesis quality
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A B S T R A C T

Wind farm noise amplitude modulation (WFNAM) is a major contributor to annoyance and could cause sleep disturbance. In laboratory listening experiments assessing its annoyance and sleep disturbance potential, WFNAM stimuli are commonly synthesised and can thus suffer from a lack of ecological validity. Here, five stimuli synthesis methods were compared with measured noise in terms of their perceived similarity. An ABX discrimination listening test and one-third octave band spectra were used for evaluation of the aural and visual similarity, respectively, between the synthesised and measured noise spectra. The results showed that synthesising WFNAM using a simple method can be ecologically valid as listeners could not accurately differentiate between measured and synthesised WFNAM. However, time varying features of WFNAM do play a small but significant role in human perception and therefore hearing test evaluation of synthesis is recommended for obtaining the most ecologically valid synthesised WFNAM.

1. Introduction

Amplitude modulation (AM) is a major feature of wind farm noise (WFN), can be annoying [1–5] and has the potential to disturb sleep [6]. Wind farm noise amplitude modulation (WFNAM) can be measured up to a few kilometres from a wind farm, be audible and have a characteristic amplitude modulated 46.5 Hz tone [7]. In physical terms, WFNAM is a slow periodic variation in the level of the noise characterised by modulation depth at the blade-pass frequency around 0.8 Hz [8,9]. This noise is intermittent and can be masked by the noise from road traffic, wind and agricultural activities [8]. WFNAM is most easily detectable during late evening, night and early morning hours due to favourable meteorological conditions for noise propagation, minimal wind-induced noise and low agricultural activity noise [7].

Previous short term listening tests assessing WFNAM annoyance used synthesised noise to systematically study the response to certain AM parameters [1–3,9]. Each study used a unique synthesis method and the quality of the synthesised WFNAM was inferred from the comparison of measured and synthesised spectra. As annoyance depends on both spectral and temporal characteristics, judging stimuli quality based only on spectral comparison and neglecting subtle-temporal AM characteristics, might not be sufficient. This study thus presents five WFNAM synthesis methods and their quality evaluation using an ABX discrimination listening test [10] and spectral comparison with ten participants.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. WFNAM synthesis methods

For the purpose of signal synthesis, WFNAM was assumed to be a combination of WFN signals with AM signals, as follows:

\[ WFN_{AM} = \beta \times (AM + \alpha \times WFN) \]  

where \( \beta \) is a constant for controlling the overall sound pressure level (SPL), and \( \alpha \) is a constant for controlling the level of WFN. To model WFN signals, this study used two methods which are based on the power-law spectrum and measured WFN spectrum.

For the first method, the power-law (1/f\(^\gamma\)) with a linear relationship between the log power spectral density and the log frequency [11] was used. The parameter \( \gamma \) can take values between 0 and 2 with characteristic values of 0, 1 and 2 for white, pink and brown noise, respectively. In the present study, pink noise (1/f), a clear outlier in terms of perception with respect to WFN, was used as a response bias control sample [12]. The response bias could in this experiment occur due to the lack of attention, misunderstanding of instructions or hearing impairments since hearing acuity was not checked. Regarding WFN synthesis, Yokoyama et al. [5] used a power law spectrum with a slope of \(-4\) dB/octave.
The technique for synthesising pink noise is accessible to many acoustic practitioners as it is simple and available in many basic software packages. A general process to synthesise pink noise is shown in Fig. 1a (upper panel).

The second method for synthesising WFN was based on the measured recordings [1], as shown in Fig. 1a (lower panel) and Appendix A (Table Algorithm 1). According to this method, the measured sample was transformed into the frequency domain after moving average filtering, providing the smooth spectrum. The spectrum was then multiplied with the white noise spectrum, and the product was transformed back into the time domain using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).

For the synthesis of AM signals, a sine wave and Gaussian pulse train were used as shown in Fig. 1b. The Gaussian pulse train more accurately represents AM [9] as it allows for greater control over the pulse shape and spacing between the pulses. This is important because the AM pulse can be asymmetrical, depending on the position of the receiver, and the spacing can vary due to propagation effects and changes in the blade rotational frequency. On the other hand, while the sine wave did not allow for such detailed tuning, it allegedly provided a satisfactory approximation of the AM [4]. Both methods have been used in previous studies [9,13].

The final WFNAM synthesised noise was created by combining WFN signals and AM signals into 5 unique combinations as shown in Table 1. All synthesised samples had a 0.8 Hz modulation frequency, carrier centre frequency of 46.5 Hz, modulation depth of 8 ± 0.5 dB quantified using the IOA ‘reference method’ [14], and tonal audibility of 10 dB estimated using IEC 611400-11 standard [15]. However, to further increase ecological validity, a random difference between peaks and troughs after each period was introduced, termed as random amplitude in Table 1 (method 4 and 5). The random amplitude modulation was introduced via random amplitude modifications of the Gaussian wave and gave rise to the ±0.5 dB variation in AM depth. A key focus of this study was on the quality of the AM noise synthesis and hence the focus on only the AM tone at 46.5 Hz as narrowband analysis of data measured at nine residences located between 1.3 and 8.8 km from a South Australian wind farm revealed that the most prominent amplitude modulation occurs at 46.5 Hz [7,16]. Residents living near this wind farm have complained of a ‘thumping’ and/or ‘rumbling’ noise [7] and current work is underway to investigate the annoyance potential of this tonal AM.

2.2. Wind farm noise spectrum

A comparison between the different WFN spectra used in the synthesis of WFNAM is shown in Fig. 2. The normalized SPL in each 1/3-octave band was calculated by subtracting the overall unweighted SPL from the SPL in each 1/3-octave band. WFN 2 spectra had a good approximation of the averaged measured background noise from 1562 10-minute recordings inside a residence 2.5 km away from a wind farm. The WFN 2 used in the present study was based on a single 10-minute recording with the amplitude modulated 46.5 Hz tone removed and a moving average filter applied for smoother frequency response.

2.3. Participants

Following approval from the Social and Behavioural Research Ethics Committee (SBREC) at Flinders University under project number 7536, ten participants (5 males) age from 21 to 50 years old were recruited for the listening test. Eight participants (5 acoustic engineers and 3 psychologists) were familiar with WFN. All participants had normal self-reported hearing.

Table 1: WFNAM Synthesis methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>WFNAM</th>
<th>AM signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WFN 1 + AM 1</td>
<td>Constant amplitude, sine wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WFN 2 + AM 1</td>
<td>Constant amplitude, sine wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WFN 2 + AM 2</td>
<td>Constant amplitude, symmetric Gaussian shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WFN 2 + AM 2</td>
<td>Random amplitude, symmetric Gaussian wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WFN 2 + AM 2</td>
<td>Random amplitude, asymmetric Gaussian wave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. WFNAM synthesis methods. (a) Two methods for synthesising WFN signals using pink-noise (upper panel) and measured recordings (lower panel). (b) Two methods for synthesising AM signals using sine wave (upper panel) and Gaussian pulse train (lower-panel). Modulating signals are multiplied with a 46.5 Hz tone to create tonal AM signals which are then added to a WFN to form a characteristic WFNAM. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2.4. Testing room, instrumentation and WFN stimuli

The listening test was conducted in a bedroom at the Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health (AISH), Flinders University where the daytime background noise level is below 21 dBA. The noise reproduction system consisted of an RME Babyface Pro sound card, Lab Gruppen C 16:4 power amplifier and Krix Harmonix MK2 loudspeaker. The SPL at participants’ ears was 50 dBA and noise samples were smoothly ramped up and down using a 0.5 s, raised-cosine function. The loudspeaker was positioned in front of the participants, and the loudspeaker centre was aligned with the participant’s ear level (Fig. 3b). The listening test was delivered via a MATLAB GUI on a tablet PC with touch control, as shown in Fig. 7 in the Appendix. Fig. 3a shows the measured WFNAM spectrum on which the synthesis of WFN 2 is based, with detail showing the region around the 46.5 Hz amplitude modulated tone.

2.5. Experimental design

An ABX listening test [10] was used to evaluate how well listeners could distinguish between synthesised and measured WFNAM stimuli. During the test, participants were instructed to listen carefully to paired noise samples (i.e., sound A and B), each lasting 10 s prior to hearing and rating a third noise sample (sound X). Sound A was either measured WFNAM or synthesised WFNAM using one of the 5 methods summarised in Table 1. Sound B was the corresponding alternative, in randomised order of measured vs synthesised WFNAM. For example, if sound A was a measured sample, sound B was a synthesised sample. After hearing sounds A and B, the participants were presented with a sound X which was identical to either sound A or B, determined randomly. The participants had to decide whether sound X was sound A or B.

Each participant underwent five trials corresponding to the five pairs of noise samples. There are 10 participants who rated each method once, resulting 50 ratings in total which is 10 ratings per method. Participants were asked to remain focussed on the task to facilitate task concentration and auditory memory, the experiment was kept as short as possible [10,17] and took less than 20 min.

Apart from the ABX task, the participant was also asked to rate “How confident are you about your choice?” and “How likely it is that sound A and B belong to the same recording?” on an 11-point discrete scale from 0 (Not at all) to 10 (Extremely). The extreme alternatives were labelled as “Not at all” and “Extremely”.

Fig. 2. Background noise comparison.

Fig. 3. Stimuli and experimental design. (a), The spectrum of measured WFNAM and testing room background noise. The dashed line window shows a magnified view of the spectrum between 40 and 50 Hz where the 46.5 Hz tonal AM occurs. (b) Listening test set-up.
2.6. Data and statistical analysis

To analyse ABX data, a response matrix was constructed using signal detection theory [10,19]. In the response matrix, correctly recognising “X matches A” is termed a **Hit** and failing to recognise it as a **Miss**. Mistakenly recognizing “X = A” as “X = B” is a **false alarm** and responding B to X = B is a **correct rejection**. The number of correct answers is the sum of the **hits** and **correct rejections**. From the response matrix a hit rate (HR), \( HR = \frac{\text{Hit}}{\text{Hit} + \text{Miss}} \), false alarm rate (FAR), \( \text{FAR} = \frac{\text{False alarm}}{\text{False alarm} + \text{Correct rejection}} \), and sensitivity measure \( d = z(\text{HR}) - z(\text{FAR}) \), where \( z \) stands for z-transform, are calculated.

One-tailed binomial exact tests were used to assess probability of correct identification by chance. Pearson’s correlation was used to examine the strength of relationships between measured and synthesised noise spectra. Effects of noise synthesis method and presentation order on rating scores were assess using linear-mixed model analysis (lmerTest package in R) using noise synthesis method and presentation order as fixed effects and with subject as a random effect, each with their own intercept, and the degree of freedom for F-tests was approximated using Satterthwaite’s method. In the case of significant mixed model effects, relevant post-hoc contrasts were examined using Holm adjustment for multiple comparisons. All statistical analyses were performed using R (http://www.r-project.org/) using a significance threshold of \( P = 0.05 \).

3. Results

3.1. Measured and synchronised noise comparison

The similarity between 1/3-octave band SPL spectra of synthesised and measured noise (Fig. 4a) was assessed using Pearson’s correlation analysis and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4b. The 1/3-octave band spectra from synthesised method 1 correlated poorly with the real measured WFNAM spectra (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.52, 95% CI [−0.04 to 0.83], \( p = 0.07 \)). In contrast, there was strong agreement between methods 2–5 and real WFNAM (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.98, 95% CI [0.92 to 0.99], \( p < 0.001 \)), as shown in Fig. 4a and b. Visual comparison using 1/3-octave band spectrum was consistent with correlation analysis, as shown in Fig. 4a and b. The time history of overall SPL was consistent with what was seen in the 1/3-octave band spectrum.

An exemplary ABX test response matrix for method 5 is shown in Table 2. The number of correct answers is the sum of the hits and correct rejections. The number of trials is the sum of all cells in the matrix, and listeners have 50% probability of correct identification by chance. The number of correct answers for each method is shown in Fig. 5a, and the results of binomial test are shown in Fig. 5b. Only samples from method 1 could be distinguished (\( p = 0.01 \)) by a significant margin, while samples from other methods were indistinguishable (Fig. 5b).

A binomial test for testing the null hypothesis of ABX results is not optimal, although valid, due to the small sample size for which signal detection theory is more suitable [18]. The signal detection theory results in Fig. 5c and d reinforced the findings from using binomial test in Fig. 5a and b, yet they appeared to be more sensitive, especially so for methods 2–5. Samples from methods 2 and 5 were the hardest to separate with HR = FAR (Fig. 5c) meaning that participants were randomly guessing which was further confirmed by \( d = 0 \) (Fig. 5d). Generally, the value \( d \) lies between 0 and 4.65, indicating no and maximal difference between stimuli, respec-
tively [10]. Furthermore, $d'$ larger than 2.5 represents a clearly perceptible difference whereas $d'$ of 1 is considered a threshold value below which a participant cannot distinguish between the two types of noise [19]. The difference between measured and synthesised noise was thus clearly perceived for method 1 with $d' = 3$ while for methods 2 and 5 $d' = 0$ indicating no perceptible difference (Fig. 5c). Methods 3 and 4 were somewhat ambiguous without clear difference between measured and synthesised samples. The participant ability to correctly versus incorrectly discriminate between measured versus synthesised noise was not affected by presentation order (whether $X = A$ or $X = B$; Odds ratio = 0.32, 95% CI = 0.09 to 1.19, Fisher’s exact test $p = 0.13$).

3.3. Confidence and similarity rating results

The participants were very confident in distinguishing between the measured and synthesised noise from method 1, as reflected by high confidence ratings (Fig. 6a). There was a significant difference between confidence ratings for the various methods ($p = 0.005$), with large differences between method 1 and all the other methods except pair 5–1 (Fig. 6c). Similar trends were apparent for the similarity rating in Fig. 6d, with a significant difference between the methods ($p < 0.001$) where method 1 was clearly different to all the other methods. The potential bias regarding the presentation order (measured or synthesised noise played first) was found no significance effects on the rating scores ($p = 0.5$).

4. Discussion

The ABX results revealed that synthesised WFNAM noise can be representative of measured WFNAM and that an increased complexity of the synthesised method does not necessarily mean higher authenticity. Amplitude modulation modelled as a constant amplitude sine wave produced equally realistic WFNAM as a physically more correct and elaborate Gaussian pulse train with an asymmetric pulse shape and random amplitude. In contrast, the synthesised WFN spectra played an important role in WFNAM perception where only spectra based on measured WFN produces synthesised WFNAM indistinguishable from measured noise.

This study showed that the quality of synthesis cannot be fully captured by a visual spectral comparison which is most likely due to the loss of subtle and important AM clues during transformation to the frequency domain. However, if the measured and synthesised spectra obviously disagree then the perceptual difference is also likely to be large. When the spectral differences are small, the audio perceptual differences can help in identifying the most ecologically valid samples.

A limitation of the present study is that participants were selected based on their normal self-reported hearing instead of audiometry testing results. As a result, hearing acuity may have affected the participant’s ability to detect differences between the two sounds. However, given that noises were played at a relatively high SPL (50 dBA), participants with self-reported normal hearing would be expected to clearly hear and to be able to demonstrate relatively normal discrimination between noise characteristics. A further limitation is that these results of the present study are based on a small sample size ($n = 10$), although listeners familiar with the WFNAM were included, and thus the results should be

| Table 2 | A typical ABX test response matrix. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sequence</th>
<th>Response, X =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = A</td>
<td>Hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = B</td>
<td>False alarm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. ABX test results ($n = 10$) for all 5 methods. (a) Number of correct answers out of 10. (b) Probability of success with one-tailed binomial exact test results where N.s stands for non-significance and error bars indicate 95% CI. (c) Hit rates (HR) and false alarm rates (FAR) according to signal detection theory (d) Sensitivity measure, $d'$, according to signal detection theory.
interpreted with caution and listening tests with a larger sample size are warranted.

5. Conclusion

Five methods for synthesising WFNAM were evaluated using an ABX listening test. The three main outcomes of the study are that the synthesis of WFN based on measured WFNAM should be used for producing ecologically valid synthesised WFNAM, that visual comparisons of spectra are not sufficient for identifying the most authentic synthesised noise and that relatively simple synthesis methods are sufficient for good synthesis. Some synthesised WFNAM were found indistinguishable from measured WFNAM, which shows that synthesised noise can have great ecological

![Fig. 6](image1.png)

(a) Similarity and (b) confidence rating results. Multiple comparisons of mean (Tukey contrasts) for (c) confidence and (d) similarity rating results with error bars indicating 95% CI.

![Fig. 7](image2.png)

GUI MATLAB using for the experiment.
validity together with complete control over its parameters, which makes it ideal for laboratory experiments.
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**Appendix A**

**Algorithm 1**

WFN synthesis.

```plaintext
1: Procedure WFN(y(t))
2: Prepare a measured noise sample, y(t), which has N samples
3: Estimate PSD of the measured sample, Y(f), which has N/2 + 1 samples
4: Apply a moving average filter to the PSD spectrum at step 3 to obtain a general spectrum of the noise, Yav(f)
5: Create a white noise signal, w(t), and transform to frequency domain W(f) (N samples)
6: Multiply the general spectrum at step 3, Yav(f), with N/2 + 1 first samples of the white noise in step 4: X(f) = Yav(f) . W(f)
7: Create a conjunction complex number of the derived product at step 6 to obtain N points complex number: X(f) = [X(f); conj(X(f))]
8: Invert Fourier transform X(f) to obtain synthesised noise x(t).
```
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